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Abstract




Adviser: Professor Hernán A. Makse
Optimization problem has always been considered as a central topic in various areas
of science and engineering. It aims at finding the configuration of a large number of
variables with which the objective function is optimal. The close relation between
optimization problems and statistical physics through the probability measure of the
Boltzmann type has brought new theoretical tools from statistical physics of dis-
ordered systems to optimization problems. In this thesis, we use message passing
techniques, in particular cavity method, developed in the last decades within spin
glass theory to study optimization problems in complex systems. In the study of
force transmission in jammed disordered systems, we develop a mean-field theory
based on the consideration of the contact network as a random graph where the force
transmission becomes a constraint satisfaction problem, with which the constraints
enforce force and torque balances on each particle. We thus use cavity method to
compute the force distribution for random packings of hard particles of any shape,
v
with or without friction and find a new signature of jamming in the small force be-
havior whose exponent has attracted recent active interest. Furthermore, we relate
the force distribution to a lower bound of the average coordination number of jammed
packings of frictional spheres. The theoretical framework describes different types of
systems, such as non-spherical objects in arbitrary dimensions, providing a common
mean-field scenario to investigate force transmission, contact networks and coordi-
nation numbers of jammed disordered packings. Another application of the cavity
method is immunization strategies. We study the problem of finding the most influen-
tial set of nodes in interaction networks to immunize against epidemics. By means of
cavity method approach, we propose a new immunization strategy to identify immu-
nization targets efficiently with respect to the susceptable-infected-recovered epidemic
model. We implement our method on computer-generated random graphs and real
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In this chapter, we introduce the optimization problem and its relation to statistical
physics of spin glass model. We describe optimization problem by means of factor
graph representation and deduce the cavity method equations at the level of replica
symmetry. The application of replica symmetric approach (belief propagation) on
force transmission and immunization strategy are elaborated in the rest of the thesis.
1.1 Optimization Problems and Statistical Physics
Optimization problem is a common topic in applied mathematics and theoretical com-
puter science. Classical applications includes artificial intelligence, machine learning,
mathematics, auction theory, management and software engineering. The problem
typically contains a finite set of variables and an easy-to-evaluate objective function
(cost function) on these variables. Optimization problems consist in finding an as-
signment of variables so that the objective function is optimal. i.e. minimized or
maximized according to the specific problem. Some well known examples of opti-
mization problems are:
• Minimum Spanning Tree (MST)
2
Suppose one have a connected weighted graph, where each edge is assigned with
a weight, the problem consists in finding a spanning tree (a cycle-free graph that
any two vertices are connected by exactly one path) with minimum weight.
• Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)
Given a list of cities and the distances between each pair of cities, find the
shortest possible route that goes through each city exactly once and gets back
to the starting city. This problem is usually considered more generally as a
graph problem. In such case, city represents nodes, distances are not necessarily
Euclidean distances but the weights of the edges between each pairs of nodes.
Thus the equivalent problem in terms of graph theory is to find a Hamiltonian
cycle with lowest weight.
• Satisfiability (SAT) problem
This problem is aim to determine if there exist such values of N Boolean vari-
ables xi ∈ {T, F} that satisfy a set of logical constraints, where each logical
constraint is a boolean expression that involves a certain number of variables,
and a constraint is satisfied if the boolean expression returns true by assigning
values to associated variables. This problem can be also transformed to an op-
timization problem that finding the configuration of variables which minimizes
the number of violated constraints.
Many of these problems are found to be computationally intractable, such that
no algorithm is known to have a running time which is bounded by a polynomial.
3
For instance, the TSP and the optimization version of 3-SAT problem are classified
as NP-hard in computational complexity theory.
Optimization problems and statistical physics are naturally related through the
probability measure of the Boltzmann type. Suppose in an optimization problem,
we want to find the configuration {x} that minimizes the objective function E({x}).
Employing ideas from statistical physics, each configuration {x} with energy E({x})








where the positive parameter β stands for the inverse temperature and Z(β) the par-
tition function. In the limit of zero temperature i.e. β →∞, the probability µβ({x})
concentrates on the ground state configuration with lowest energy. This ground state
configuration is interpreted as the target variable assignment in optimization prob-
lem. As such, optimization problems can be formulated as problems in statistical
physics. Therefore, theoretical tools and algorithms from statistical physics can be
adopted to analyze properties of optimization problems.
In statistical physics approach, one studies the system at finite inverse temper-
ature β, and set β in an increasing sequence. While β varies, Monte Carlo steps
are implemented during the annealing process. This approach, known as simulated
annealing, is first introduced by Kirkpatrick et al. [3], and has been considered a
‘universal’ algorithm for solving optimization problems. However the running time
of this algorithm on a wide range of optimization problems scales exponentially with
4
the number of variables.
An example of statistical physics problem relevant to optimization is spin glass.
Spin glasses are systems with localized electronic magnetic moments that are sub-
ject to ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic interaction. This material is a magnetic
alloy, which can be made by diluting a small fraction of magnetic impurity into a
nonmagnetic metallic host. In such an alloy, interactions between localized magnetic
moments can be either ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic. The wide accepted math-









where Si ∈ [−1,+1] are Ising spins on vertices i of a d-dimensional lattice, the sum∑
(ij) runs over all edges of the lattice, h is an external magnetic field, and the
coupling constant Jij > 0 if the interaction between spins Si and Sj are ferromagnetic
and Jij < 0 if the interaction is antiferromagnetic. Given the coupling constant Jij,
the external magnetic field h and the lattice structure, to find the ground state of the
spin glasses system is typically an optimization problem.
The mean-field version of this model is later proposed by Sherrington and Kirk-
patrick (SK) [5], in which the sum in Eq. (1.2) is replaced by
∑
i<j such that any two
spins are lined with an interaction Jij. The solution to the low temperature phase of
the SK model is derived by Parisi [6–8], known today as ‘replica symmetry breaking’.
In 1985, Mézard and Parisi realized how the analytical methods developed in the
5
Figure 1.1 : Factor graph for the EA model of spin glasses in 2-dimensional lattice.
Circles are variable nodes associated with spin S, There are two types of function
nodes: black squares corresponds to the pairwise interaction JijSiSj, grey squares
corresponds to magnetic field term hSi [1].
mean field theory of spin glasses, and particularly the replica method, can be used
to solve bipartite weighted matching problem [9]. Since then the replica symmetric
approach has been applied to many optimization problems such as bi-partitioning
problem [10], random traveling sales man [11,12] and random K-satisfiability [13,14].
1.2 Factor Graph Representation
Before providing statistical physics description of the replica symmetric approach, we
first introduce the graphical model, factor graph, to represent the large number of
variables with mutual dependencies (interactions) in optimization problems. In most
cases, such dependencies can be ‘factorized’ so that subset of variables interact locally.









Figure 1.2 : Factor graph for SAT problem with 7 variables (circles) and constraints
(x1 ∨ x2) ∧ (x3 ∨ x5 ∨ ¬x6) ∧ (x4 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x7) ∧ (¬x1 ∨ x4 ∨ x5) (squares).












in which the pairwise interaction JijSiSj is local function of spins Si and Sj, and the
magnetic field term hSi depends on unique variable Si. This probability distribution
can be represented graphically as in Fig. 1.1 for 2-dimentional lattice [1].
More generally, let us consider a set of N variables {x1, x2, ..., xN} taking values
from a finite domain χ and M compatibility functions φa(x∂a). Here the shorthands
x∂a = {xi|i ∈ ∂a} represents the set of variables involved in compatibility function








A graphical representation of such a probability distribution Eq. (1.4) is the so-called
factor graph [1]. Factor graph is a bipartite graph that contains two types of nodes:
N variable nodes, each associated with a variable xi, represented by circles, and M
function nodes, each associated with a compatibility functions φa, represented by
squares. An edge connects a variable node i and a function node a if the variable i is
involved in the compatibility function φa, i.e. i ∈ ∂a. Similarly, the set of function
nodes that are connected to variable node i are denoted by ∂i. Fig. 1.1 is the factor
graph representation of probability distribution Eq. (1.3). Another example is shown
in Fig. 1.2 for SAT problem with 7 variables and constraints (x1 ∨ x2) ∧ (x3 ∨ x5 ∨
¬x6) ∧ (x4 ∨ x2 ∨ ¬x7) ∧ (¬x1 ∨ x4 ∨ x5).
The concept of random factor graphs is for the cases where the properties of
ensembles of probability distribution Eq. (1.3) are of interest. Given a factor graph of
an optimization problem with N variable nodes and M function nodes, we denote the
degree distribution of function nodes by R(k) and the degree distribution of variable
nodes by Q(l). A random factor graph is thus drawn uniformly at random from the
ensemble of factor graphs with N variable nodes, M function nodes and prescribed
degree distribution R(k) and Q(l). Consider a randomly selected edge in such random
factor graph, the degree distribution is λ(k) = kR(k)/
∑
k kR(k) for adjacent function
node of degree k and ρ(l) = lQ(l)/
∑
l lQ(l) for adjacent variable node of degree l.
We shall use this edge-perspective degree distribution when we average the replica








Figure 1.3 : Portion of factor graph used to compute messages νi→a(xi) and ν̂a→i(xi).
Another useful property of random factor graph is the locally tree-like structure.





(l−1)ρ(l))] [1]. Thus the locally tree-like structure of random factor graphs
up to a distance scaling as logN is guaranteed as long as the degree distribution R(k)
and Q(l) have a finite variance.
1.3 Replica Symmetric Approach
The replica symmetric approach (also known as Belief Propagation) is a message
passing algorithm operated on ‘messages’ assigned on edges of factor graph. For
each edge (i, a) connecting a variable node i and a function node a, we define two
messages νi→a(xi) and ν̂a→i(xi). In particular, the message νi→a(xi) is the probability
that variable i takes value xi in the absence of function node a. Analogously, message
9
ν̂a→i(xi) is the probability that variable i takes value xi where all function nodes
around i apart a have been erased. Let us consider a graphical model with the
probability distribution Eq. (1.4). Suppose the underlying factor graph has locally
tree-like structure, thus it is reasonable to assume that messages emerging at the same
node are not correlated. The messages can be updated through local computations

















where Zi→a and Za→i are normalization constants. A pictorial illustration of these
Belief Propagation update rules are shown in Fig. 1.3. In tree-graphical models, the
messages converge when t → ∞ to fixed-point values [1]. These fix-point messages







On general graphs, the resulting fixed points will not be necessarily the exact marginals,
but could be considered a good approximation of the actual marginals. The Belief
Propagation algorithm is not limited to compute marginal distribution, other prop-
erties such as joint probability distribution, free energy, internal energy and entropy
can be obtained once the fix-point of the BP equations Eq. (1.5) is reached [1].
In the special case that every function node involves k = 2 variables, also known as
pairwise graphical model, on each variable node i the messages νi→a(xi) and ν̂b→i(xi)
10
are equivalent. Therefore we can work uniquely on one type of message and denote









In this case the factor graph can be conveniently represented by the original graph
with a compatibility function φij(xi, xj) on each edge that joins variables xi and xj.
Besides the equations for a given graph, the Belief propagations on an ensemble














[ dνiP(νi)]δ(ν̂ − F̂(νi}))
(1.8)
where P(ν) and Q(ν̂) represent the distribution of messages ν and ν̂ over all edges of
a large typical graph from the graph ensemble. These self-consistent equations can be
solved numerically by population dynamics algorithm [1], as seen in Chapter 2 when
solving force distribution on ensemble of random packings.
1.4 Outline
The focus of this thesis is the application of message passing techniques on optimiza-
tion problems in complex systems. In Chapter 2, for the problem of force transmission
in jammed disordered systems, we develope a mean-field theory based on the con-
sideration of the contact network as a random graph where the force transmission
can be formulated as a constraint satisfaction problem. We applied the replica sym-
metric approach to compute force distribution and the average coordination number
11
of jammed packings. In Chapter 3, a new immunization strategy with respect to
the susceptable-infected-recovered epidemic model is developed by means of cavity
method at replica symmetric level. The performance of the new strategy is compared
with other methods in terms of the average fraction of infected nodes, i.e. outbreak
size, and the fraction of nodes belonging to the largest non-immunized component as
the measure of the effectiveness of immunization strategies, on computer-generated
random graphs and real networks.
12
Chapter 2
Force transmission in jammed disordered system
The force distribution of jammed disordered packings has always been considered a
central object in the physics of granular materials. However, many of its features are
poorly understood. In particular, analytic relations to other key macroscopic proper-
ties of jammed matter, such as the contact network and its coordination number, are
still lacking. In this chapter we develop a mean-field theory for this problem, based on
the consideration of the contact network as a random graph where the force transmis-
sion becomes a constraint satisfaction problem. We can thus use the cavity method
developed in the last decades within the statistical physics of spin glasses and hard
computer science problems. This method allows us to compute the force distribution
P(f) for random packings of hard particles of any shape, with or without friction. We
find a new signature of jamming in the small force behavior P(f) ∼ f θ, whose expo-
nent has attracted recent active interest: we find a finite value for P(f = 0), along with
θ = 0. Furthermore, we relate the force distribution to a lower bound of the average
coordination number z̄minc (µ) of jammed packings of frictional spheres with coefficient
µ. This bridges the gap between the two known isostatic limits z̄c(µ = 0) = 2D (in
dimension D) and z̄c(µ → ∞) = D + 1 by extending the naive Maxwell’s counting
argument to frictional spheres. The theoretical framework describes different types of
13
systems, such as non-spherical objects in arbitrary dimensions, providing a common
mean-field scenario to investigate force transmission, contact networks and coordi-
nation numbers of jammed disordered packings. The original contribution to this
chapter were published in [15].
2.1 Introduction
Mechanically stable packings of granular media are important to a wide variety of
technical processes [16]. One approach to characterize jammed granular packings
is via the interparticle contact force network. In turn, this network determines the
probability density of interparticle contact forces P(f) and the average coordination
number z̄. While the force network has been studied for years, there is yet no uni-
fied theoretical framework to explain the common observations in granular packings,
ranging from frictional to frictionless systems, from spherical to non-spherical parti-
cles and in any dimensions.
Experimental force measurements [17–23] and simulations [24–27] have shown
that the interparticle forces are inhomogeneously distributed with common features:
P(f) near the jamming transition has a peak at small forces and an approximate
exponential tail in the limit of large f . It is argued that the development of a peak
is a signature of the jamming transition [25]. The scaling of P(f) in the limit of
small forces is directly related to the mechanical stability of the packing [28,29]: the
contacts bearing small loads are the ones for which a local buckling is the most easily
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achieved [29], and they must thus exist in small enough density for the packing to
be stable. Some parts of the qualitative behavior of P(f) are correctly captured by
simplified mean-field models, such as the q-model [18,30] and Edwards’ model [22,23].
Both of them describe the exponential decay at large forces and a power law behavior
P(f) ∼ f θ for small forces [22, 23, 31]. However, the exponent θ obtained by the q-
model (an integer θ ≥ 1 [18,31]) is larger than the one obtained by recent numerical
simulations accessing the low force limit with increasing accuracy 0.2 . θ . 0.5 [29,
32], while the exponent obtained by Edwards’ model θ = 1/(z̄ − 2) depends strongly
on the dimension (through z̄), when simulations show it does not [32]. A recent replica
calculation finds an exponent θ ≈ 0.42 in infinite dimensions of space [33–35]. Other
theoretical approaches based on entropy maximization similar to Edwards’ statistical
mechanics [36] also recover the large force exponential decay [37–40]. Some of those
works which simulated the force network ensemble [41] on strongly hyperstatic z̄ =
6 > z̄c triangular lattice [42] and on 2-D (3-D) disordered hyperstatic frictionless bead
packings generated using molecular dynamics [43] however predict a force distribution
that decays faster than exponential, and so does a mean-field theory based on replica
theory of spin glasses [32, 44, 45]. Recent measurements in the bulk of packings [17,
22,23,46] find downward curvature on semi-log plot of P(f).
The average coordination number per particle z̄ is another key signature of jam-
ming. Close to jamming, many observables (pressure, volume fraction, shear modulus
or viscosity [47] to name a few) scale with the distance z̄ − z̄c to the average coordi-
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nation number z̄c at the transition. Understanding the value of z̄c is thus of primary
importance. The case of frictionless spheres, for which, z̄c = 2D where D is the di-
mension, has been rationalized based on counting arguments leading to the isostatic
conjecture [48–50]: a lower bound z̄c ≥ 2D is provided by Maxwell’s stability argu-
ment [51], and an upper bound z̄c ≤ 2D is given by the geometric constraint of having
the particles exactly at contact, without overlap. The problem, however, turns out to
be more complicated when friction is considered, and no method is known so far to
predict z̄c in such a case. The (naive) generalization of the counting arguments gives
the bounds D+ 1 ≤ z̄c ≤ 2D in frictional packings, independently of the value of the
interparticle friction coefficient µ. Indeed, there is a range of z̄c obtained numerically
and experimentally [2, 41, 50, 52–59]. However, for small µ, this range never extends
to the predicted lower bound, as packings with low friction coefficient lie close to
z̄c = 2D.
Here we present a theoretical framework at a mean-field level to consider force
transmission as a constraint satisfaction problem on random graphs, and study this
problem with standard tools, namely the cavity method [60]. We first obtain the
force distribution for spheres, in frictionless and frictional cases, both in two and three
dimensions. Besides showing the experimentally known approximate exponential fall-
off at large forces, these distributions bring a new insight in the much less known small
force regime. In particular, we find for frictionless spheres in both 2 and 3 dimensions
a finite value for P(f) in f = 0, leading to a mean-field exponent θ = 0 for small
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forces.
Our framework is also the first one to show theoretically how the frictional co-
efficient µ affects the average number of contacting neighbors z̄c at the jamming
transition, and we find a lower bound z̄minc (µ) for this number (which is also a lower
bound on z̄, since z̄ ≥ z̄c in a packing). We achieve this by generalizing in a careful
way the naive Maxwell counting arguments, considering the satisfiability of force and
torque balances equations. Linking z̄c to the behavior of force and torque balances is
not a new idea, as it was already suggested by Silbert et al. [53]. Furthermore the gen-
eralized isostaticity picture [55] gives a bound on the number of fully mobilized forces
(ie the number of tangential forces which are taking the maximally value allowed by
the Coulomb law) based on the value of z̄c. However, none of these works derive
a bound for z̄c itself, at a given µ. The bound z̄
min
c (µ) that we obtain interpolates
smoothly between the two isostatic limits at µ = 0 and µ→∞.
2.2 Force and torque balances as a satisfiability problem
A packing can be described as an ensemble of particles with given position and orienta-
tion, having interparticle contacts such that (i) there is no overlap between particles,
(ii) force and torque balances are satisfied on every particle, and (iii) the packing is
rigid, ie there is no displacement of particles, individual or collective, that does not
create a violation of conditions (i) or (ii) (except for global translation or rotation
of the packing). In this work, we consider the geometric configuration as given (ie
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condition (i) is fulfilled and taken for granted), hence we do not discuss about the
spatial degrees of freedom but rather focus on the force degrees of freedom.
Now, let us argue that, in the case of random packings of spheres under finite
pressure, fulfilling condition (ii) (force and torque balances) implies that condition
(iii) (stability) is also fulfilled. Force and torque balances under finite pressure ensure
(by definition) that the system is stable against isotropic compression. The average
force in the packing is then proportional to the pressure. But, as such, nothing is
guaranteed concerning the stability of the packing against more general perturba-
tions, as defined by the condition (iii). In the case of sphere packings, however, it
is very likely that packings verifying force and torque balances while still being me-
chanically unstable have some sort of order, at least locally (one can think of the
case of a row of frictionless spheres perfectly aligned for example, which can maintain
force balance, but is unstable). This is what is observed at the jamming transition,
when packings prepared under isotropic pressure are naturally stable [61]. Hence, for
random packings of spheres, the requirement of force and torque balances is argued
to be enough for having stability too, ie conditions (ii) and (iii) are simultaneously
fulfilled.
Similarly to the global rigidity condition, force and torque balances are entirely
constrained by the contact network of the packing. If we define r ai as the vector joining
the center of particle a and the contact i on it, the contact network is uniquely defined


























Figure 2.1 : Factor graph and variables. (A) Building the factor graph of contacts
from a packing [1]. The contacts becomes sites (filled circles) with associated variables
being forces. The particles are reduced to interaction nodes (open squares) dealing
with force/torque balance Eq. (2.1). (B) Part of factor graph used to compute Qi
and Qa→i by using Eq. (2.5) and Eq. (2.6). On the edges around particle a, the ar-
rows indicate that we consider the force probabilities Q→ as ‘messages’ going through
contacts in the contact network. In our algorithm, Qa→i is iteratively updated by the
uncorrelated force probability Qc→j on neighboring edges with the force/torque bal-
ance constraint χa({f n, f t, n̂ a, t̂ a}∂a) on that particle a, verifying the cavity equation
Eq. (2.6). The marginal probability Qi(f ni , f
t
i ) on site i is calculated as a product of
Qa→i and Qb→i as in Eq. (2.5).
force and torque balances read:
∑
i∈∂a
f ai = 0, r
a
i · f ai < 0,
∀ a∑
i∈∂a
r ai × f ai = 0, f ti ≤ µf ni ,
(2.1)
where the notation ∂a denotes the set of contacts of particle a. We explicitly take
into account friction by decomposing the force into normal and tangential parts f ai =
−f ni n̂ ai +f ti t̂ ai , where n̂ ai and t̂ ai are normal and tangential unit vectors to the contact,
respectively. The inequality r ai · f ai < 0 ensures the repulsive nature of the normal
force. The last inequality ensures Coulomb’s law with friction coefficient µ.
The constraints induced by force and torque balances on the forces f i are not al-
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ways satisfiable. In the case of frictionless spheres, we can recover the known z̄ ≥ 2D
directly from force balance alone. The naive Maxwell counting argument [50] applied
to frictionless spheres reduces Eq. (2.1) to a set of linear equations by taking into
account only force balance and neglecting the repulsive nature of the forces. Maxwell
argument considers the minimal number of forces needed to satisfy Eq. (2.1) which
gives, per sphere, D equations and z̄/2 variables (forces), implying z̄ ≥ 2D to have
a solution. Below this threshold, there is generically no solution to Eq. (2.1). To
accurately extend this counting argument to more general conditions (frictional, re-
pulsive, and/or non-spherical particles), one must take into account all the constraints
in Eq. (2.1), including the repulsive nature of the forces and the Coulomb condition
for frictional packings. Indeed, the naive Maxwell argument, neglecting those con-
straints, concludes z̄ > z̄minc (µ) = D+1 for any frictional packing of spheres, ignoring
the dependance on the friction coefficient [62]. On the other hand, below we show
that including the above mentioned constraints we obtain an accurate lower bound
z̄minc (µ), explicitely depending on µ.
We tackle the problem of satisfiability of force and torque balances Eq. (2.1) by
looking at the contact network in an amorphous packing as an instance of random
graph. As depicted in Fig. 2.1A, starting from a packing of N particles, we explicitly
construct a so-called factor graph [1], considering the M = z̄N/2 contacts as ‘sites’,
and the N particles as ‘interaction nodes’. Each site i bears two vectors r ai and r
b
i
and two opposite forces f ai = −f bi (one per particle involved in the contact). Note
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that {n̂ ai } are uniquely determined by the contact network {r ai } and represents the
‘quenched’ disorder in the system, whereas {t̂ ai } are free to rotate in the plane tangent
to contact. On each interaction node (particle) a, we enforce force balance, torque
balance, repulsive interactions and Coulomb friction conditions on its za neighboring
sites by an interaction function,















i − f ti ).
(2.2)
We define the partition function Z and entropy S for the problem of satisfiability of
force and torque balances for a fixed realization of the quenched disorder {n̂ ai } (as
shown in Appendix):




















χa({f n, f t, n̂ a, t̂ a}∂a).
(2.3)
Without loss of generality, we work in the constant pressure p ensemble: if we find a
solution to the force and torque balances problem having a pressure p′, we can always
find one solution with pressure p by multiplying all forces by p/p′. Note that the only
effect of the applied pressure in a hard sphere packing at zero temperature is to set
the average normal force. The contact network is unmodified by a change in pressure
as the particles are hard.
If the entropy is finite, there exists a solution to force and torque balances. The
satisfiability/unsatisfiability threshold of force and torque balances is the coordina-
tion number z̄minc (µ) that separates the region of finite S from the region for which
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S → −∞, corresponding to an underdetermined/overdetermined set of Eq. (2.1),
respectively.
Within this framework, the satisfiability problem Eq. (2.1) is one of the well stud-
ied class of constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) defined on random networks [1].
These problems are ubiquitous in statistical physics and computer science and have
attracted a lot of attention in recent years. Thus powerful methods from statistical
physics have been developed to study them [1].
We will work here with random graphs, retaining from actual packings the dis-
tribution of coordination number R(z). In this work, we use as R(z) a truncated
Gaussian distribution, more precisely, R(2 < z < 6) ∝ e−(z−z0)2/2 in 2-D and
R(3 < z < 9) ∝ e−(z−z0)2/2.88 in 3-D, both providing very good fit to experimen-
tal and numerical data [52, 54, 63, 64]. (Note that due to the truncation z0 6= z̄, we
choose z0 to achieve a desired z̄.) We clarify that although this choice of R(z) relies
on quantities extracted from previous numerical studies, most of the results we obtain
on the force distribution are insensitive to the exact form of R(z). The main change
observed for frictionless sphere packings is the behavior near the peak of the force
distribution, as is discussed in Sec. 2.4.1.
For the distribution of contacts around one particle Ω(r a1 , . . . , r
a
za), we use a flat
measure over all contacts positions that do not create overlaps between the za cor-
responding particles. For spherical particles this distribution is Ω(r a1 , . . . , r
a
za) =∏
i 6=j∈[1,za] Θ(1/2−r ai .r aj ) with Θ the Heaviside function. A real contact network of a
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two or three-dimensional packing shows some finite dimensional structure, of course,
and treating it as random graphs can only be an approximation. This amounts to
a mean-field approximation, neglecting correlations between the different contacting
forces acting on one particle. This approximation is routinely used in the context of
spin-glasses for example [60]. From this point of view, we stand on the same ground as
the q-model approach [18,30], and the Edwards’ approach of Brujić et al. [22,23,65].
Even though we keep a part of the finite dimensional geometric constraints through
the distributions Ω(r a1 , . . . , r
a
za) and R(z), the mean-field approach neglecting corre-
lations between neighboring contact forces should only be exact in the limit of high
dimension, where we expect those correlations to vanish (some recent progress how-
ever suggest that correlations are not completely trivialized by the high dimensionality
in packings, due to a fullRSB phase transition close to jamming [35]). In finite di-
mension, it is clear that short range correlations matter, and having a mean-field
approximation can only be a first step. One finite dimensional feature that we miss is
the detailed link between local structure and force distribution. A stability analysis
set constraints relating the detailed features of the near contact structure and the
force distribution at low forces [28, 29]. The mean-field computation we are provid-
ing here does not include that constraint, and there may be some finite dimensional
effects at low forces that modify the mean-field picture we are giving here, as shown




As the simplest case, we restrict the description of this section to packings of spheres,
with obvious generalization to non-spherical objects. For a given disordered packing,
each particle a has unique surroundings, different from its neighbors or other particles
in the packing. These surroundings are defined by the contact number za and contact
vectors {r ai }. If the system is underdetermined, several sets of forces in the system
satisfy force and torque balances, and each contact force has a certain probability
distribution Qi(f ni , f
t
i ).
The local disorder makes each contact unique, and the probability distributions
of forces Qi(f ni , f
t
i ) are different from contact to contact. We define the overall force
distribution in a packing P(f n, f t) as an average over the probability distributions
of forces over the contacts:




Qi(f n, f t). (2.4)
Next, we show that on a random graph, we can access the distributions Qi(f ni , f
t
i )
with a self-consistent set of local equations using the cavity method [1]. In this
description, we work at fixed pressure p, ie we consider any two solutions differing only
by an overall rescaling of the pressure to be only one genuine solution. Each contact is
linked to two particles, a and b. We denote Qa→i(f ni , f
t
i ) the probability distribution
of the force f i of a site (contact) i, if i is connected only to the interaction node
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(particle) a, that is, if we remove particle b (dig a cavity) from the packing. The main
assumption of the cavity method is to consider that Qa→i(f ni , f
t
i ) and Q
b→i(f ni , f
t
i )
are uncorrelated. Therefore, we can write the probability of forces at contact i as:





Qa→i(f ni , f
t
i ) Q
b→i(f ni , f
t
i ), {a, b} = ∂i (2.5)
with Zi the normalization.
Under the mean-field assumption a set of local equations (called cavity equations)
relates the Q→’s, as depicted in Fig. 2.1B:














×χa({f n, f t, n̂ a, t̂ a}∂a)
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c=∂j−a









where the notation ∂x− y stands for the set of neighbors of x on the graph except y,
and Za→i is the normalization. Crucially, we do not average over the contact directions
{n̂ a}∂a at this stage (whereas the q-model [18, 30] and Edwards’ model [22, 23] do).
This implies that every link a → i has a different distribution, due to the local
‘quenched’ disorder provided by the contact network {n̂ a}∂a and contact number za.
Hence, finding a set of Q→ that are solutions of Eq. (2.6) allows to get the distribution
of forces on every contact individually, through the use of Eq. (2.5).
Looking for a solution of Eq. (2.6) for a given instance of the contact directions
(meaning for one given packing) is possible. These equations are commonly encoun-
tered as ‘cavity equations’ in the context of spin glasses or optimization problems
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defined on random graphs [1], and they can be solved by message passing algorithms
like Belief Propagation. Here we follow another route, since we are interested in
P(f n, f t) for not only one packing but over the ensemble of all random packings.
Thus, we study the solutions of the cavity equations in the thermodynamic limit to
provide typical solutions for large packings. As in statistical mechanics, the partition
function will be dominated by the relevant typical configurations which we expect
will be realized in experiments.
The set of cavity equations Eq. (2.6) might a priori admit several solutions. How-
ever, at the satisfiability/unsatisfiability threshold, there is only one solution to force
balance Eq. (2.1), which means only one solution to Eq. (2.6) (a δ-function on every
site, centered on the solution of force and torque balances). To get this threshold, we
may thus take for granted that there is a unique solution to the cavity equations, a
case known as replica symmetric (RS) in the spin glass terminology. This assumption
will be fully justified a posteriori by the fact that we recover the correct threshold in
the known case of frictionless spheres.
In the thermodynamic limit, the set of Q→’s that are solutions of Eq. (2.6) are










In this case, we can replace the sum over a→i by a continuum description of the Q→’s
based on their distribution Q(Q→). The probability that a given Q→ is set by a cavity
equation Eq. (2.6) involving z−1 contacts is proportional to zR(z) Ω(n̂i, {n̂j}). Thus,
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where Z is the normalization. Note that the value of the integral does not depend on
the choice of n̂. Once a solution to Eq. (2.8) is known, we deduce the force distribution
P(f n, f t) in the overall packing as the average of all these probability distributions
and contacts:





DQ→Q(Q→)Q→(f n, f t)
]2 (2.9)
where ZP is the normalization to ensure
∫
P(f n, f t) = 1.
Eq. (2.8) stands out as the main and crucial difference with previous approaches,
in particular the q-model [18, 30] and Edwards’ description [22, 23]. Although these
approaches also neglect correlations, our work does not reduce to those models due
to a fundamentally different way of treating the disorder in the packing. Here, we
consider a site-dependent Qi(f ni , f
t
i ), where the Edwards’ model and q-model create
all sites equal. Thus in our method the average over the packing configurations is not
done at the same level as the average over forces. That is, we perform a quenched
average over the disorder of the graph. As random packings in two or three dimensions
have a rather small connectivity, the fluctuations in the environment of one particle
are large: no particle stands in a ‘typical’ surrounding. Hence, the average over the
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‘quenched’ disorder (the packing configurations) must be done with care. Averaging
directly Eq. (2.6) (a so-called ‘annealed’ average in spin-glass terminology), as the
previously cited approaches do [18, 22, 23, 30], amounts to neglect the site to site
fluctuations. Performing a ‘quenched’ average as in Eq. (2.8), however, allows to take
into account these fluctuations correctly [60], and leads to a force distribution which
is the average force distribution over the ensemble of possible packings, as opposed
to the force distribution of an averaged packing.
This issue becomes also crucial to the study of the satisfiability transition of force
and torque balances. For example, the q-model describes a force distribution in a
packing of frictionless spheres (ie it finds solution to force balance), even in cases
where we know there is no solution, such as when z̄ < 6 in 3-D frictionless systems.
This can be understood by looking at the entropy defined in Eq. (2.3). The annealed
average over disorder done in the q-model amounts to compute the averaged partition
function Z, and get the entropy through San = lnZ, with Z defined in Eq. (2.3). But
one can show that Z is always finite for z̄ ≥ 2. Indeed, for z̄ = 2, an infinite row of
perfectly aligned spheres will satisfy force and torque balances and will contribute to
the partition function. A straightforward generalization of this example shows that
for z̄ ≥ 2, the annealed entropy is finite. On the contrary, the quenched average
amounts to compute the averaged entropy Squ = lnZ. Now, for our frictionless
sphere example, typical configurations with z̄ < 6 cannot satisfy force balance, and
their diverging negative entropy will dominate the average Squ. Hence, the quenched
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average correctly captures the satisfiability/unsatisfiability transition at z̄ = 6 while
the annealed average does not.
Eq. (2.8) is typically hard to solve, since it is a self-consistent equation for a
distribution of distributions Q(Q→). For this purpose, we use a Population Dynamics
algorithm (shown in the next section), familiar to optimization problems [1]. This
method consists to describe the distributionQ via a discrete sampling (a ‘population’)
made of a large number of distributions Q→. Applying iteratively Eq. (2.8), we find,
if it exists, a fixed-point of the distribution Q(Q→).
It is interesting to discuss the different types of solutions expected from Eq. (2.8).
For a given contact network, if the system is satisfiable and underdetermined, hence
admits an infinite set of solutions for force and torque balances, the distributions
Qi(f n, f t) should be broad, allowing each force to take values in a non-vanishing
range. This means that on each contact, Qa→i(f n, f t) and Qb→i(f n, f t) should be
broad and overlapping. If the system is neither under- nor overdetermined (ie iso-
static), there is only one solution to force and torque balances for every site i, and
each Qi(f n, f t) is a Dirac δ-function centered on the solution. If the system is overde-
termined or unsatisfiable, there is typically no solution to Eq. (2.8), meaning that an
algorithm designed to solve it would not converge. In practice, since we perform a
population dynamics algorithm to average over all possible packings, if one starts with
a set {Qa→i(f n, f t)} of broad distributions as a guess for the solution, both isostatic
and overdetermined ensembles show that all {Qa→i(f n, f t)} shrink to δ-distributions
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after a few iterations, while underdetermined ensemble always gives broad (not vanish-
ing) probabilities. Therefore the threshold z̄minc (µ) of the satisfiability/unsatisfiability
transition for force transmission can be located by measuring the width of the force
distributions {Qa→i(f n, f t)}.
The location of this transition, in turn, constitutes a lower bound for the possible
coordination number z̄minc (µ), which extends Maxwell’s counting argument for µ =
0 to any friction. An additional quantity available is the force distribution itself,
as a function of z̄minc (µ). Therefore, our approach explicitly relates two essential
properties of the jamming transition: the average coordination number and the force
distribution.
2.3.2 Population Dynamics algorithm
As discussed in the previous section, satisfiability of force/torque balance is studied
via the behavior of the probability distributionQ(Q→) of the distributions Q→(f n, f t),
defined by Eq. (2.7). This quantity is obtained for a given graph ensemble, defined
by the distribution of connectivity (contact number) R(z) and the joint probability
distribution of the contact directions Ω({n̂}) around every interaction node (particle),
via the cavity equations Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.8).
Eq. (2.8) is a self-consistent equation for Q(Q→). Self-consistent equations can
generally be solved by an iterative algorithm, and this is the method we use here.
However, there is one difficulty arising from the fact that Q(Q→), which is a distri-
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bution of distributions, is a complex object in itself and is hard to simply describe
in a computer program. This is a recurring problem of solving cavity equations,
and the solution developed to overcome this difficulty is called Population Dynamics
algorithm.
Population Dynamics algorithm solves the problem of representing Q(Q→) by
describing it by a large sample drawn from Q. This sample {Q→1 , ...,Q→m} is called
a ‘population’, and it matches Q(Q→) in the sense that it contains more elements
close (in a function norm sense) to X1 than X2 if Q(X1) > Q(X2). More precisely,




→ −Q→i ]. This population of course
needs to be as large as possible in order to give an accurate description of Q(Q→).
Now, with this change of description, the algorithm needs to specify an iterative
method (a ‘dynamics’) to make the population converge to the solution of Eq. (2.8).
This is the heart of the Population Dynamics algorithm.
One starts from an initial population guess {Q→,(0)1 , ...,Q→,(0)m } at iterative time t =




n < 0, f t) = 0, (b) Coulomb friction condition Q
→,(0)
i (f
n, f t >




df n df t f n Q
→,(0)
i (f
n, f t). In practice,
we tested several initial population guesses (Gaussian, Gaussian plus random noise,
uniform on the region [0, (3p/µ)1/3] × [0, µf n] of the f n, f t plane), with identical
results at the end of the iteration procedure. One then iterates in the following way
at time t, starting from t = 0:
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(1) Pick randomly a distribution Q
→,(t)
i in the current population.
(2) Pick a contact number z within the distribution z R(z)∑
z z R(z)
, and generate a set
of z random contact directions n̂, n̂1, ..., n̂z−1 with the distribution Ω({n̂}).
(3) Pick z − 1 distributions {Q→,(t)j1 , ...,Q
→,(t)
jz−1
} in the current population (one can
exclude the already chosen Q
→,(t)
i , but this is not necessary), and assign to each of
them one of the directions n̂j chosen at step (2).
(4) Generate a new field Q→,newi according to Eq. (2.6):
Q→,newi = F→({Q→,(t)j1 , ...,Q
→,(t)
jz−1
}) and assign it to Q→,(t)i
(5) Repeat operations (1) to (4) m times, and increment the iteration time by 1.
Now, rename the population as {Q→,(t+1)1 , ...,Q→,(t+1)m },
(6) Test the convergence of the obtained Q(Q→). Again, due to the complexity of
the object Q(Q→), testing the convergence is hard to do numerically, as it requires a
very large population of {Q→} to describe the Q→ space precisely enough. However, in
this work we will use the Population Dynamics only for determining the satisfiability
threshold z̄minc (µ). Hence for our purpose in this work, we do not need to describe
Q(Q→) in detail, since we just need to know if it exists. We thus adopt a simpler
criterion to test the convergence of our Population Dynamics. It is based on the
convergence of the average width of the distribution {Q→}. If this width converges
to a finite value, a solution to the cavity equations exists (satisfiability), whereas if
it vanishes, no solution exists (unsatisfiability). If the width have converged, we stop
here, otherwise, we restart from step (1) for a new iteration.
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One last technical difficulty is to perform the integration involved in Eq. (2.6)
during step (4). The integrand contains a delta-function via the χa constraint, coming
from force and torque balance constraints. This means the integrand is non-zero only
on a set that has a dimension smaller than that of the integration domain. A naive
integration scheme would therefore never probe the integrand in this region. The
solution to this problem is a simple change of variable. Let us first rewrite the δ-
functions in the χa appearing in Eq. (2.6) in a linear algebra form:









j − f tj )
(2.10)
where f{j∈∂a−i} is a 2(z−1) vector concatenating the z−1 normal and z−1 tangential
forces, f nj and f
t
j , for j 6= i, bi = (f ai , r ai × f ai ) is a 2D vector, and A is a 2D-
by-2(z − 1) matrix encoding the geometrical configuration determined by the force
directions {n̂ aj } and {t̂ aj }.
The constraint appearing in the δ-function of Eq. (2.10) is now expressed as linear
algebra problem. Now, if z = D + 1, this linear problem is readily invertible, but if
z > D + 1 (which is the most common situation), it is an underdetermined problem.
The vector bi is given, and we wish to integrate over the space of solutions f{j∈∂a−i}
of this underdetemined linear problem. Finding one of the infinitely many solutions
to −bi = Af{j∈∂a−i} is done with a QR decomposition [66]. The QR decomposition
is the fact that the 2(z − 1)-by-2D rectangular matrix AT (transpose of A) can be
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factorized as:
AT = QR (2.11)
where Q is an 2(z − 1)-by-2(z − 1) square orthogonal matrix, and R is 2(z − 1)-by-
2D matrix whose top 2D-by-2D part R1 is an upper triangular matrix and bottom
part is identically zero. It is easy to verify that a solution to the linear problem





where c is any 2(z−1)−2D vector. This freedom of choice for c corresponds exactly
to the 2(z−1)−2D dimensional space of solution. So, eventually, the cavity equation
Eq. (2.6) can be rewritten as:




















j (c)− f tj (c))
(2.13)
with a Jacobian of 1.
2.3.3 Force distribution at isostaticity
Obtaining a solution to Eq. (2.8) via the Population Dynamics algorithm as described
above is a priori enough to get the force distribution through Eq. (2.9). Unfortunately,
in practice the sampling provided by the population used in the Population Dynamics
is too small to get a detailed description of the force distribution.
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Quite fortunately however, drastic simplifications of the self-consistent cavity
equations Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.8) occur at the isostatic point which allow us to access
the force distribution in an easier way. Indeed, in an isostatic configuration, there
exists a unique set of solutions of the contact forces for a given graph (at a given pres-
sure), meaning that the force probabilities Qi(f n, f t) on every contact are δ-functions.
This, in turn, constraints the distributions Qa→i(f n, f t) = Qb→i(f n, f t) = Qi(f n, f t)
to be also δ-functions. This trivializes the cavity equations Eq. (2.6) to:
Qa→i(f ni , f
t









r ai × f ai +
∑
j∈∂a−i
r aj × f aj
)
Θ(f ni ) Θ(µf
n
i − f ti ).
(2.14)
Using Eq. (2.8) and Eq. (2.9), we then obtain that the overall force distribution
in an isostatic configuration satisfies:




















χa({f n, f t, n̂, t̂})
(2.15)
where the proportionality constant is just the normalization. This is a self-consistent
equation of the form P(f n, f t) = L[P(f n, f t)] that can be solved iteratively. Starting
with an initial distribution (‘guess’) P(0)(f nj , f
t
j ), we iterate through P
(i+1)(f n, f t) =
L[P(i)(f n, f t)], and obtain the force distribution via P(f n, f t) = P(i→∞)(f n, f t). In
practice, a few tens of iterations are sufficient to obtain convergence.
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2.4 Results
2.4.1 Force distribution for frictionless spheres packings
We start by computing the force distribution P(f = f n) for two and three-dimensional
frictionless spheres packings, when we fix the average contact number z̄ = z̄c =
4.0 and 6.0 respectively, by solving Eq. (2.15). Results in Fig. 2.2 reproduce the
force distributions similar as seen in numerical simulations [24–27, 29, 53, 54, 67] and
experiments [18–23, 27]. The force distribution we obtain can be well fitted with
P (x) = [7.84x2 + 0.86 − 0.75/(1 + 4.10x)]e−2.67x for 2-D (Fig. 2.2A) and P (x) =
[7.45x2 + 1.20 − 1.06/(1 + 2.33x)]e−2.65x for 3-D (Fig. 2.2B), with x = f/〈f〉. Both
fitting functions are close to the empirical fit P (x) = [3.43x2 + 1.45 − 1.18/(1 +
4.71x)]e−2.25x to the force distribution of dense amorphous packings generated by
Lubachevsky-Stillinger algorithm in 3-D by Donev et al. [67]. Note that although the
tails of the force distributions can be well fitted to exponential, claims of the precise
form of the tails are difficult to conclude, as the presented data only varies over 2
decades.
Our method allows to access the small force region with unprecedented definition.
We gather data down to 10−6 times the peak force (which is of the order of the
pressure). This range is way below what is accessible with state of the art simulations
of packings [24–26, 29, 32, 53, 54]. The reason for this is that we avoid two problems:
(i) we work with Eq. (2.15) directly in the thermodynamic limit, whereas simulated






















































3D frictionless (z̄c = 6.0)
R(z) = δ(z − z̄)
R(3 < z < 9) ∝ e−(z−z0)2/1.28
R(3 < z < 9) ∝ e−(z−z0)2/2
R(3 < z < 9) ∝ e−(z−z0)2/2.88
Figure 2.2 : Force distribution, P(f) in frictionless spheres packing in (A) 2-
dimensional and (B) 3-dimensional systems. Results obtained from the cavity method
(open triangles) show a flat regime (in a log-log plot) with exponent θ = 0 at small
forces and 0.52 in the intermediate region in both cases. We use here as a contact num-
ber distribution R(2 < z < 6) ∝ e−(z−z0)2/2 for 2-D and R(3 < z < 9) ∝ e−(z−z0)2/2.88
for 3-D. In inset, log-linear plot of the same distribution exhibits approximate ex-
ponential tail at large forces. The red solid lines correspond to the fitting functions
P (x), as defined in the text. (C) Comparison of force distributions obtained with
narrower distributions R(z) (at fixed average z̄). The exponent θ = 0 is obtained
independently of the width of R(z), but the peak in the force distribution becomes
smaller when using a narrower R(z).
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limits the definition of the obtained force distribution, and (ii) we can work exactly
at the jamming transition point, as we set z̄ = 2D, which contrasts with actual
numerical or experimental studies where the limit of vanishing pressure with z̄ = 2D
is very challenging.
The behavior of P(f) at small forces has recently attracted attention [28,29,32,68],
due to its central role for the mechanical stability of packings [28,29]. Lerner et al. [29]
pointed out a relation between the small force scaling P(f) ∼ f θ and the distribution
function of the gaps h between particles close to contact g(h) ∼ h−γ via the inequality
γ ≥ (1−θ)/2. Few empirical data exist so far for the θ exponent. Some recent efforts
greatly improved the data statistics [29,32,68], but however still widely disagree over
the value of the exponent, which is found anywhere between θ ≈ 0.2 and θ ≈ 0.5.
This calls for more insight from theory.
Here we find for frictionless spheres a distribution of contact forces having a finite
value for f = 0 in the mean-field approximation. This translates as an exponent
θ = 0 over four decades of data in both 2-D and 3-D packings (Fig. 2.2). We
stress here that this observation is not dependent on the input distribution of co-
ordination number R(z). The comparison of the force distributions we obtain with
various shapes of R(z) is shown in Fig. 2.2C. In particular, the exponent θ = 0 as
well as the large-force tail stays the same when we change R(z) from the empiri-
cal fit R(3 < z < 9) ∝ e−(z−z0)2/2.88 (at fixed average z̄) to e.g. a regular graph
R(z) = δ(z− z̄) in 3-D packings. However, the value of the exponent found in recent
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investigations [29,32] seems to be incompatible with the value of θ obtained from our
theory. The exponent might be dependent on the protocol by which jammed packings
are generated [29], although this point is still debated [68]. The value θ = 0 we obtain
is an ensemble averaged, mean-field exponent. The value of the mean-field exponent
might be lost in a finite-dimensional packing, but the fact that the exponent seems to
be dimension independent [32] is an encouraging sign for a mean-field approach, as
the mean-field value should be valid in high dimension. We note that a very recent
work by Charbonneau et al. finds an exponent θ ≈ 0.42 in infinite dimensions from
replica theory [33–35]. Our exponent is incompatible with the relations γ ≥ 1/(2 + θ)
derived by Wyart [28], or γ ≥ (1 − θ)/2 derived by Lerner et al [29], where γ is the
exponent describing the distribution function of the gaps h between particles close to
contact g(h) ∼ h−γ. Those two different relations are obtained from considerations of
mechanical stability against respectively extended or local (buckling) excitations. In
3-D, the local excitations seem to be the dominant ones, and thus only the relation
γ ≥ (1 − θ)/2 should hold [29] in that case. In our mean-field framework, we miss
the relation between excitation modes and force distribution because we neglect the
spatial structure of finite dimensional packings. In fact, the pair correlation function
in our framework has no structure beyond contact. Particle positions are omitted,
apart from a local constraint of non overlaping, and there is therefore no excitation
mode in our approach.
On the theoretical side, several values of θ have been predicted: the replica theory
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at the 1-RSB level also predicts a finite value for P(f = 0) [32, 44, 45] (it predicts
a Gaussian for P(f)), but the fullRSB solution gives θ ≈ 0.42 in infinite dimen-
sions [33–35]; the q-model can give several values for θ, depending on the underlying
assumptions, but in any case predicts θ ≥ 1 [18, 30]; and Edwards’ model predicts
θ = 1/(z̄ − 2) [22, 23]. The differences between Edwards’ and q-model approaches,
which mostly stem from the treatment of local disorder in the contact normal di-
rections, indicate that the way to deal with this disorder is crucial for a correct
description of the small force behavior.
Interestingly, we find an intermediate regime for f slightly smaller than its average
value 〈f〉, for which P(f) ∼ f 0.52 (Fig. 2.2A, Fig. 2.2B). We observe that this pseudo-
exponent gets smaller when using a narrower R(z) as input (Fig. 2.2C). The smallest
value it can reach for regular graph R(z) = δ(z − z̄) are ∼ 0.40 in 2-D and ∼ 0.21 in
3-D packings respectively. The results of this regime, extending from f ' 10−2〈f〉 to
f ' 〈f〉 is the one probed by most experiments and simulations. This suggests that
careful measurements at very small f are needed to avoid pre-asymptotic behavior in
the estimation of θ from experimental or numerical data, which might explain a lot
of discrepancies observed in the current literature. Only few very recent numerical






























(z̄ = 3.90 < z̄minc (0))
(B)
Figure 2.3 : The force distribution {Q→(f n)} when (A) z̄ = 4.50 > z̄minc (0) and (B)
when z̄ = 3.90 < z̄minc (0) for 2-D frictionless spheres packing. In (A), the ‘width’
of Q→(f n) on f n is defined by Wn as the difference of two extreme values of f n at
which Q→(f n) is equal to 10−3.
2.4.2 Calculation of z̄minc (µ) for sphere packings with arbitrary friction
coefficient
We turn to the determination of the force distribution for arbitrary friction coefficient
µ and a lower bound on z̄c for the existence of random packings of spheres at a given
µ. This threshold corresponds to the point where solutions of the cavity equations
Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.8) no longer exist.
We search for the existence of a solution by applying the Population Dynamics
algorithm described in section 2.3.2. A solution exists if this process leads to a
converged averaged width of the distributions of the population {Q→} used to describe
Q(Q→). Even though this algorithm does not require a very large population (as
we do not seek to obtain a detailed description of Q(Q→) and only want to know














































2D (µ = 0.02)
(C)
〈W n〉(z̄ = 3.50)
〈W t 〉(z̄ = 3.50)
〈W n〉(z̄ = 3.70)
〈W t 〉(z̄ = 3.70)
〈W n〉(z̄ = 3.80)
〈W t 〉(z̄ = 3.80)
〈W n〉 data discretization












2D (µ = 10000)
(D)
〈W n〉(z̄ = 3.09)
〈W t 〉(z̄ = 3.09)
〈W n〉(z̄ = 3.20)
〈W t 〉(z̄ = 3.20)
〈W n〉(z̄ = 3.28)
〈W t 〉(z̄ = 3.28)
〈W n〉 data discretization
〈W t 〉 data discretization
Figure 2.4 : (A) Evolution of average width 〈Wn〉 (and 〈Wt〉 if frictional) of a large
population {Q→} versus time step in population dynamics in (A) 2-D frictionless,
(B) 3-D frictionless, (C) 2-D frictional packing with µ = 0.02 and (D) 2-D frictional
packing with µ = 10000. z̄minc (µ) is found at (A) z̄
min
c (µ = 0) ∈ [3.94, 4.02] in 2-D
frictionless spheres packing, (B) z̄minc (µ = 0) ∈ [5.90, 6.05] in 3-D frictionless spheres
packing, (C) z̄minc (µ = 0.02) ∈ [3.70, 3.80] and (D) z̄minc (µ = 10000) ∈ [3.09, 3.20] in
2-D frictional spheres packing.
frictionless packings and 2-D frictional packings only.
For frictionless packings, the ‘width’ of a force distribution Q→(fn), denoted by
Wn, is defined as the difference of two extreme values of f
n at which Q→(fn) is equal to
10−3 (see Fig. 2.3A). To determine the existence of solution, we calculate the average
width over the sites as 〈Wn〉. Fig. 2.4A shows the evolution of the average width of

















































α = 1.03 β = 0.36
(B)
Figure 2.5 : (A) Linear-Log plot of the full curve z̄minc (µ) vs. µ for various friction
coefficients in 2-D spheres packing. z̄minc (µ) shows a monotonic decrease with increas-
ing µ from z̄minc (µ = 0) = 2D = 4 to z̄
min
c (µ =∞) & D + 1 = 3. Error bar indicates
the range from the largest z̄minc (µ) having no solution to the smallest z̄
min
c (µ) having
solution. Data point represents the mean of the range. (B) Two power law scaling
relations z̄minc (0)− z̄minc (µ) ∼ µα, z̄minc (µ)− z̄minc (∞) ∼ µ−β are found with α = 1.03,
β = 0.36, respectively.
case of 2-D frictionless spheres packings. Results indicate that the final population of
distributions {Q→} after tmax iterations have dramatically different shapes at various
z̄. We find that the population {Q→} rapidly tends to a set of non-overlapping Dirac
peaks when z̄ is small (shown in Fig. 2.3B for z̄ = 3.90). In this case, the average width
of fields decreases as a function of time step in the Population Dynamics iteration
and finally goes below data discretization (the interval of force to integrate the force
distribution), leading to no solution of Qi(f n) according to Eq. (2.5). Thus the system
is overdetermined in the sense that z̄ contacts per particle are not enough to stabilize
the whole packing. In contrast, when z̄ is increased (shown in Fig. 2.3A for z̄ = 4.50),
the distributions in {Q→} become broad. The average width converges to a finite
value as seen in Fig. 2.4A, allowing a non-vanishing force distribution Qi(f n) at each
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contact. In this case a set of solutions to force and torque balances exists. The range
between the largest z̄ having no solution and the smallest z̄ having solution is the
range where z̄minc (µ) belongs to. In addition to 2-D frictionless packings, result of 3-D
frictionless packings is shown in Fig. 2.4B. The transition points z̄minc (µ = 0) = 2D
are found in the expected range for both 2-D and 3-D frictionless packings.
For frictional packings, the force distribution Q→(f n, f t) has the shape of a ‘blob’
that spreads on the f n, f t-plane. In this case the width of the force distribution
Wn and Wt are defined as the width of the spread from side to side on axis f
n and
f t respectively with Q→(f n, f t) higher than 10−3: e.g. Wn = f nmax − f nmin, where
f nmax is the smallest value satisfies the condition Q
→(f n > f nmax, f
t) < 10−3 and
f nmin is the largest value satisfies the condition Q
→(f n < f nmin, f
t) < 10−3. Here we
obtain data of average width 〈Wn〉 and 〈Wt〉 of distributions {Q→} in 2-D frictional
spheres packings with arbitrary friction coefficient. Similarly, the force distributions
have different shapes after tmax iterations, from which we determine, for example, the
satisfiability transition point of force and torque balances in 2-D spheres packing at
z̄minc (0.02) ∈ [3.70, 3.80] (Fig. 2.4C) and z̄minc (10000) ∈ [3.09, 3.20] (Fig. 2.4D). The
full curve z̄minc (µ) is shown in Fig. 2.5A for 2-D frictional spheres packing. We observe
a monotonic decrease with increasing µ from 2D = 4 at µ = 0, a well-known behavior
of frictional packings, previously found in numerous studies, both experimentally and
numerically [2, 41, 50, 52–58]. Notice that the critical contact number we obtain at
infinite friction is slightly above the Maxwell argument D+1; also a typical feature [2,
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52,55]. This is interesting, as it means that the naive counting argument, ignoring the
repulsive nature of the forces, fails to reproduce the correct bound for such a simple
case as sphere packings with µ → ∞, where neither Coulomb condition nor non-
trivial geometrical features complexify the picture. The fact that the naive Maxwell
counting argument still gives the correct bound for frictionless sphere packing can
therefore be seen as a quite fortunate isolated prediction. In Fig. 2.5B, two power law
scaling relations z̄minc (0) − z̄minc (µ) ∼ µα, z̄minc (µ) − z̄minc (∞) ∼ µ−β are found with
α = 1.03, β = 0.36 respectively. Our result α agrees well with the prediction of 2-D
monodisperse packing α = 1 by Wang et al [2], and is not far away from previous
simulation of 2-D polydisperse packings α = 0.70 [55], while β is much smaller than
their predicted value β = 2 and the result of β = 1.86 obtained from simulation [2].
2.4.3 Joint force distribution for frictional spheres packings
Similar to the frictionless case, the cavity method can generate the joint force dis-
tribution Pµ(f
n, f t) for frictional spheres packings with friction coefficient µ. The
simplest case of infinite friction, Pµ=∞(f n, f t) for 2-D and 3-D sphere packings are
shown in Fig. 2.6A and Fig. 2.6D respectively, and results follow similar behav-
ior as the empirical fitting formula P∞(f, θ) = ag(θ) exp (−
√
af), (where g(θ) =
(D − 1)(sin θ)D−2 cos θ, f=
√
(f n)2 + (f t)2, θ = arctan ( f
t
f n
) and a = 0.8) measured
in previous numerical studies [2] (Fig. 2.6B and Fig. 2.6E). In particular, we re-


































Figure 2.6 : Theory and Simulations. The joint force distribution Pµ(f
n, f t) from
theoretical calculation in (A) 2-D spheres packing with µ = ∞, and in (D) 3-
D spheres packing with µ = ∞. The contour plots of the empirical formula
P∞(f, θ) = ag(θ) exp (−
√
af) with a = 0.8 which was previously found by Wang
et al [2] are shown in (B) and (E) for 2-D and 3-D respectively. Plots of the corre-
sponding probability distribution of normalized normal forces and frictional forces in
2-D and 3-D are shown in (C) and (F) respectively.
Pµ=∞(f n, f t) ' Pµ=∞(f t, f n), in 2-D, this symmetry is clearly broken. This is a
consequence of the more symmetrical role tangential and normal forces play in 3-D
with as many torque balance as force balance equations, whereas in 2-D, there are
twice less torque balance than force balance equations. When the friction coefficient
is finite (see Fig. 2.7A), the pattern inside the Coulomb cone looks similar to the
one obtained at infinite friction. Quite interestingly, we do not observe any excess
of forces at the Coulomb threshold f t = µf n, implying that there are no sliding
contacts. This offers a theoretical explanation to a singular fact already observed in
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simulations: control parameters (essentially volume fraction and friction coefficient)
being equal, the percentage of plastic contacts in a packing depends on the prepa-
ration protocol [54, 69]. Our formalism takes into account those different packings
(hence protocols) by performing a statistical average over possible packings, and the
outcome shows that packings without plastic contacts are dominant. In this regards,
the fragility associated with the large number of plastic contacts in many experimen-
tally or numerically generated packings could be mostly attributed to the preparation
protocol, rather than to an inherent property of random packings of frictional spheres.
Furthermore, we obtain the distributions of the normal and tangential compo-
nents for frictionless and frictional packings as plotted in Fig. 2.6C, Fig. 2.6F and
Fig. 2.7B. The normal force distributions all have slight peaks around the mean and
approximate exponential tails at large forces. Below the mean, the normal force dis-
tribution for infinite friction has a nonzero probability at zero force whereas it shows
a dip towards zero for µ = 0.2. The tangential force distribution also has an approxi-
mate exponential tail, however, it decreases monotonically without an obvious rise at
small forces. Our results of the probability distribution of normal forces and tangen-






















Figure 2.7 : (A) The joint force distribution P0.2(f
n, f t) with friction coefficient
µ = 0.2 in 2-D spheres packing. (B) Plots of the probability distribution of normalized
normal forces and frictional forces.
2.5 Discussion and Conclusion
In conclusion, we develop a theoretical framework by using the cavity method, intro-
duced initially for the study of spin-glasses and optimization problems, to obtain a
statistical physics mean-field description of the force and torque balances constraints
in a random packing. This allows us to get the force distribution and the lower bound
on the average coordination number in frictional and frictionless spheres packings.
We find a mean-field signature of jamming in the finite value P(f = 0) of the force
distribution at small force. We also notice that there is a power law rise P(f) ∼ f 0.52
in the intermediate region of P(f). Thus it is likely that one obtains an exponent
0 < θ < 0.52 if the simulations or experiments can not achieve data down to low
enough forces. However, we must stress that the mean-field approach we develop
does not include the detailed structure of finite dimensional systems, which may have
an important effect on the θ exponent. Indeed some recent data seem to extend
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beyond the intermediate regime P(f) ∼ f 0.52 and find a finite exponent at small
force [29, 32]. For frictional packings, we can access the complete joint distribution
Pµ(f
n, f t).
Concerning the average coordination number, we describe its lower bound z̄minc (µ),
which interpolates smoothly between the isostatic frictionless case z̄minc (0) = 2D,
and a large µ limit z̄minc (∞) slightly above D + 1. This confirms that there is no
discontinuity at µ = 0. We predict two scalings for small and large friction coefficients
as z̄minc (0)− z̄minc (µ) ∼ µ1.03 and z̄minc (µ)− z̄minc (∞) ∼ µ−0.36.
The statistical mechanics point of view on force and torque balances for random
packings thus proves fruitful. Many features of these systems can be inferred from
those simple considerations. The use of the cavity technique enables us to tackle
this problem with a correct treatment of the disorder, leading to several new results.
This formalism will be extended to packings of more general shapes [70,71] and could
be used to predict other properties of disordered packings, like the yield stress for
instance. Granular materials are not the only systems subject to force and torque
balances, and this constraint is seen in all overdamped systems, among which suspen-
sions at low Reynolds number constitute an important example, both conceptually
and practically. We hope that our results will motivate investigations in this direction.
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Chapter 3
An effective immunization strategy for suppressing
epidemic spreading
In this chapter, we study the problem of finding the most efficient set of immunized
nodes in interaction networks in order to suppress epidemic spreading. By means of
cavity method developed from statistical physics of disordered system, we obtain an
effective strategy to identify immunization targets with respect to the susceptible-
infected-recovered epidemic model. We use the average fraction of infected nodes,
i.e. outbreak size, and the fraction of nodes belonging to the largest non-immunized
component as the measure of the effectiveness of immunization strategies. The
performance of our algorithm are compared with other immunization strategies on
computer-generated random graphs and real networks.
3.1 Introduction
Tackling the epidemic of contagious disease through a population or the spreading of
computer virus on an internet network has been considered a major topic in recent
years. An outbreak may occur in one community or even extend to several countries,
like the ebola epidemic in west Africa (2014). Besides innovative medical treatments
or antivirus technologies, a well-chosen immunization strategy can play important
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role in controlling epidemic in the interaction network, since in most cases the vac-
cination supply is very limited. Previous works have provided many immunization
strategies to identify which set of nodes should be vaccinated to maximally suppress
the outbreak under certain mathematical modeling of disease spreading. The naive
random immunization has been studied and proved to be not efficient, especially for
heterogenous degree distribution [72–74]. The acquaintance immunization strategy,
i.e. choosing neighbors of randomly selected node according to local connection,
provides a considerable improvement over random immunization [75, 76]. Targeted
immunization has been tested on various model and real networks and found to be
much more efficient [77–80]. The idea of this strategy can be described as following:
one first rank all nodes in the network with respect to some topological property
and then immunize nodes in the sequence in order. The most common and efficient
topologically-based targeted strategies are high degree (HD) and high betweenness
centrality (HB) immunization. Further improvement has been implemented by recal-
culating the topological properties of the remaining network after each immunization
step, leading to high degree adaptive (HDA) and high betweenness centrality adaptive
(HBA) immunization. Other strategies, like the graph-partitioning strategy claim to
achieve fewer immunizators compared to degree based strategies [81]. On the basis
of high eigenvector centrality immunization, an analytical framework for immuniz-
ing modular networks has been developed [82, 83]. Approach based on optimizing
the susceptible size is the improvement of existing targeted strategy HBA through
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optimization procedures [84]. An inverse targeting strategy that determines immu-
nization targets by following the sequence of nodes which has least contribution to
the largest component in inverse order is recently introduced and claimed to be the
best continuous immunization method [85].
Besides the immunization strategies only based on topological properties of the in-
teraction network, one take into account the cost of vaccination during immunization
process. The problem of efficiently immunizing networks against epidemic spreads
with limited resources of vaccination is widely considered as a combinatorial optimiza-
tion problem, which has been proven to be NP-hard in previous studies [86–88]. An
efficient algorithm to deal with combinatorial optimization problems is the so called
message passing approach (cavity method) developed in the last decades within the
statistical physics of spin glasses and hard computer science problems [60]. Here in
this chapter we show our work on identifying immunization targets by using cavity
method on random graphs and real networks. We first derive the recursive formula for
computing susceptible probabilities at long time limit based on SIR epidemic model.
The immunization optimization problem is represented by factor graph with which
one can deduct the belief propagation equations. We measure the average fraction of
infected nodes, i.e. outbreak size, and the fraction of nodes belonging to the largest
non-immunized component as the effectiveness of immunization strategies. We study
the behavior and performance of our message passing algorithm on random model
graphs and real networks. We note that another message passing approach for solv-
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ing this optimization problem as a constrained one has been proposed recently [89].
In contrast to their study, we here separate the optimization process into two itera-
tive steps: (i) given the immunization targets, solve for the susceptible probabilities
according to message passing formulation; (ii) update the cavity marginal by using
probabilities from neighbors in order to determine a new immunization configuration.
We introduce a relaxed energy function so that the belief propagation equation (and
hence the iterative algorithm) can be much simplified. We implement the BP algo-
rithm at zero temperature limit so that the solution is the optimal immunization set
(with lowest energy).
This chapter is organized as follows. We first gives the message passing formulation
with respect to the SIR epidemic model and verify that under this model the epidemic
spread process can be seen as a case of bond percolation. The critical transmissibility
is found at percolation threshold, as expected. We describe the derivation of belief
propagation equation for the optimal immunization problem. Results obtained on
random model graphs and real networks by the proposed algorithm are compared with
other immunization methods. Our method outperforms other topologically based
strategies and achieves lower critical fraction of immunized nodes with which the
largest non-immunized component vanishes.
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3.2 Message Passing Formulation of Disease Diffusion
A major assumption of constructing a mathematical model to describe the transmis-
sion of contagious disease through individuals is that one assume the fixed population
can be divided into a set of distinct compartments with respect to disease states.
The simplest deterministic compartmental model of epidemic spreads, the SIR model
which was created by Kermack and McKendrick in 1927 [90], considers a popula-
tion with only three compartments: susceptible (S), infected (I) and recovered (R).
The SIR model can be applied to an interaction network, where the state variable
xti = {S, I, R} is assigned on each node i at time step t. Suppose a node in a state
xi = I stays infected during a time τi, and in this state, it has a probability αij to
infect a neighboring node j if xj = S at each time step. Hence, the probability for
node j to remain susceptible during the time τi, despite the infected neighbor i, is
1− Tij ≡ (1− αij)τi . Assume that αij and τi are independent identically distributed
variables. We consider the average T of Tij over the distribution of αij and τi as the a
priori transmission probability of the disease between any two connected nodes [91].
After the infectious period τi, the infected node i enters the recovered compartment.
Nodes in state R stay in R forever, being immune to further infection. Thus in the
long time limit, the disease state x∞i of any node i is either R or S.
In this limit one can compute the marginals of x∞ on any node, knowing the
initial state x0, in a ‘message passing’ manner. The ‘message’ that passed through
the interaction network is the probability, which we denote Pi→j(x∞i |x0i ), that for
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node i, if we remove the edge Eij, to end in state x
∞
i knowing it starts in state x
0
i .
According to the dynamic rule of SIR model, we have the following set of trivial
relations:
Pi→j(x∞i = R|x0i = S) = 1− Pi→j(x∞i = S|x0i = S)
Pi→j(x∞i = S|x0i = R) = 0
Pi→j(x∞i = S|x0i = I ) = 0
(3.1)
Therefore, it is clear that the knowledge of the sole Pi→j(x∞i = S|x0i = S) is
enough to reconstruct the long time marginal of x∞i . Under the assumption of lo-
cally tree-like structure of the interaction network, it is reasonable to consider that
the probabilities emerging at node i from neighbors are not correlated. Thus the
susceptible probabilities are related through the recursive expression as:
Pi→j(x
∞











where ∂i|j stands for the set of neighbors of i in the network except k. Next, we
assume that each node is initially infected with probability γ, i.e. at time 0 a randomly
chosen set of γN sites are infected where N is the total number of nodes in the
interaction network. When there is no immunization, the average behavior of Eq. (3.2)
over the initial infection configurations gives:
Pi→j(x
∞






1− Pk→i(x∞k = S|x0k = S)
)
(1− γ) + γ
]}
(3.3)



































Figure 3.1 : The average infected fraction f vs. transmissibility T for model graphs:
(A) random regular graph of N = 104 nodes and degree k = 4; (B) Erdős Rényi
graph of N = 104 nodes, average degree 〈k〉 = 3.5; (C) Scale-free graph of N = 104
nodes, degree distribution P (k) ∼ k−2.5, average degree 〈k〉 = 4.67. The predicted
value of the critical transmissibility Tc =
1
κ−1 (where κ =
〈k2〉
〈k〉 ) is shown in figure as
blue square.
state, is simply,
Pi→j(x∞i = S) = (1− γ)Pi→j(x∞i = S|x0i = S)
= (1− γ)∏k∈∂i|j [1− T (1− Pk→i(x∞k = S))] (3.4)
Once the set of solutions to Eq. (3.4) are known, the marginal probability in the
stationary state can be obtained through:
Pi(x
∞
i = S) = (1− γ)
∏
k∈∂i
[1− T (1− Pk→i(x∞k = S))] (3.5)
Note that the above message passing formulation of disease transmission although
gives exact solutions only on locally tree-like graphs, this calculation can still provide
a rigorous bound to the epidemic outbreak on networks that contains loops [89, 92].
More precisely, in cases where the network are non-tree-like, the solutions to Eq. (3.4)
and Eq. (3.5) gives an lower bound on the probability that any node is eventually in
the susceptible state.
This disease transmission process, when beginning with a single infective indi-
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vidual, is precisely equivalent to a bond percolation model with bond occupation
probability T on a graph representing the interaction network [91]. Hence the conclu-
sions of percolation on random graphs can be directly applied here to the epidemic
outbreak. To verify this equivalence, we obtain the solutions of Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5)
with the initial infected fraction γ = 1/N on model graphs: random regular graph of
N = 104 nodes and degree k = 4; Erdős Rényi graph of N = 104 nodes, average de-
gree 〈k〉 = 3.5; Scale-free graph of N = 104 nodes, degree distribution P (k) ∼ k−2.5,
average degree 〈k〉 = 4.67. The outbreak size f , which is defined as the average frac-
tion of infected nodes f = 〈1−Pi(x∞i = S)〉i = 1N
∑
i(1−Pi(x∞i = S)), as a function
of transmissibility T is shown in Fig. 3.1. The presence of the epidemic outbreak is
found at the critical transmissibility Tc. This threshold value can also be computed





〈k〉 ) [93], shown as blue square in Fig. 3.1. The critical transmissibility Tc ob-
tained numerically by the message passing formulation Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5) agrees
very well with the analytical prediction.
3.3 The Optimal Immunization Problem
We study the problem of finding the optimal distribution of vaccines throughout the
interaction network to control the spread of an epidemic outbreak starting from a
random initial infection. As discussed above, we assume that at time 0, a fraction γ
of randomly chosen nodes are infected. At this end, we introduce a binary variable
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σi for each node i, taking to values: σi = +1 if node i is immune to the disease, and
σi = −1 if it is not immunized. The message passing formulation Eq. (3.4) is then
easily modified to include the effect of vaccination:
Pi→j(x
∞











Notice that here we use the conditional probabilities {Pi→j(x∞i = S|x0i 6= R)} as the
‘messages’ instead of {Pi→j(x∞i = S)}. This is because Pi→j(x∞i = S|x0i = R) is
always zero by definition and thus should be excluded from calculation for simplicity.
Again, the marginal probability that node i is eventually susceptible given that node
i is not one of the immunizators is obtained through:
Pi(x
∞











Looking for the best immunization is then looking for the set of initially immu-






[1− Pi(x∞i = S|x0i 6= R)].







1− Pi(x∞i = S|x0i 6= R)
]
(3.8)
We note that for a certain configuration of immunizators {σ}, Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.7)
can provide a unique set of solutions {Pi(x∞i = S|x0i 6= R)} on a given interaction
network. It means that each immunization configuration {σ} corresponds to a certain
value of energy E({σ}).
This energy function has been used in previous studies of optimal immunization
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strategy [89]. However in order to separate the product of incoming ‘messages’ from











i = S|x0i 6= R)
]
(3.9)
We notice that since − log(x) ≥ 1−x, for x ∈ [0, 1] the energy computed by the above
expression is always larger than or equal to the original one, which ensures that we
locate an upper limit of the outbreak size by using the relaxed form. The ground
states of the two energy function are both bounded at zero when the susceptible
probability reaches one.
Moverover, substituting Eq. (3.7) into Eq. (3.9) one can rewrite the energy function
in terms of the interaction energy of a pair of connected nodes as:
E({σ}) = ∑<ij> Uij(σi, σj), where
















In the above expression, we drop an useless constant term in the energy function.
We see here why the choice of the logarithm of probabilities as the energy function
is interesting: it leads to pairwise correlations as seen in Ising model for magnetic
materials.
We study the optimal problem in the case that the number of immunizators are














Figure 3.2 : Factor graph [1] of the optimal immunization problem using the immune
states {σ} as the local variables (circles). The distributions Q→(σ) are related through
two kinds of function nodes (squares): the pairwise interaction Uij(σi, σj) on each edge







E({σ})+µ∑i 1+σi2 ] (3.11)
where we assume the cost of immunizing a node is uniform throughout the interaction
network and the number of immunizators can be varied by choosing a proper chemical
potential µ.
We can compute the partition function Eq. (3.11) by using cavity method [60].
For a finite inverse temperature β, every node has a finite probability to be initially
immunized or not. We define Qi→j(σi) as the probability that node i has value σi
















Using the immune states {σ} as the local variables, the distributions Q→(σ) are
related through the pairwise interaction Uij(σi, σj) on each edge < ij > and energy
Ei(σi) = µ1+σi2 on every node i, as shown in the factor graph Fig. 3.2. Because of













Here we do not include {Pi→j(x∞i = S|x0i 6= R)} as variables in the factor graph
because their values are determined by the message passing formulation Eq. (3.12)
and kept at constant when performing cavity update. These BP equations can be
solved by iteration. In stationary state, one can access the marginal probability for












Since σ are binary variables, σ = +1 or −1 according to the immunization states
at time 0, we introduce cavity field hi→j that eβµh
i→j
= Qi→j(+1)/Qi→j(−1). Substi-






















As such, these equations are not easily tractable. But we are only interested in the
limit β → ∞, for which the above iteration equations should find only one optimal
set of {σ} with the lowest energy. Thus Eq. (3.12) reduces to the original SIR
formulation Eq. (3.6), which as a consequence will also have only one associated set
of solutions {Pi→j(x∞i = S|x0i 6= R)}. In the limit β → ∞, the recursion relation
between cavity fields becomes:


















with the marginal hi’s:


















Once we find the stationary solution of the cavity fields by an iterative ‘message




















+1, if µhi > 0
−1, if µhi < 0
(3.18)
Eq. (3.16), Eq. (3.17) and Eq. (3.18) together with the SIR formulation Eq. (3.6)
constitute the iterative algorithm for this optimization problem. In particular, we first
initialize all the state variables σ and cavity fields h→ to some random value. Then
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for the initial set of σ(t=0), find solutions to the message passing equations Eq. (3.6)
concerning the P (t)→ . Once this solution is reached, update h
i→j on a randomly selected
node by belief propagation equation Eq. (3.16). Using Eq. (3.17) the new hi→j would
give a new hj that determines the state σj on node j by Eq. (3.18). Once all the h
i→j
are updated, a new set of σ(t+1) are generated. From there, find the corresponding
P (t+1)→ and so on. Algorithm will be terminated until the cavity fields {h} reach con-
vergence or until time step exceeds tmax. In cases where the cavity equation Eq. (3.16)
do not converge, we use reinforcement technique to get to convergence [94].
This message passing algorithm at zero temperature (lowest energy) can obtain the
optimal configuration of immunization under random initial infection. Notice that the
complexity of this algorithm is linear in number of edges, which makes it applicable
to large graphs. Below we compare our results of finding the best immunizator set
against epidemic spreads in model graphs and real networks with other immunization
methods.
3.4 Results
In this section we show results of finding the best immunization set during epidemic
by using the BP algorithm in the limit of zero temperature described above. With a
choice of parameters—initially infected fraction γ and disease transmission probability
T , we implement the BP algorithm until convergence from where the optimal immu-
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Figure 3.3 : The outbreak size f and the fraction S(q) of nodes belonging to the largest
non-immunized component after a fraction q of nodes got immunized by random
immunization strategy and the new BP strategy on random regular network with
N = 104 nodes and constant degree k = 4 for initial infected fraction γ = 0.1 and
transmission probability T = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0.
the final susceptible probabilities and measure the outbreak size, i.e. the average frac-






[1− Pi(x∞i = S|x0i 6= R)].
Since immunized nodes will fragment the network, we also use the size of the largest
non-immunized component as the measure of the effectiveness of immunization strat-
egy. This measure is actually the number of individuals being at highest risk of
getting infected. We denote it by S(q) as the fraction of nodes belonging to the
largest non-immunized component after a fraction q of nodes got immunized.
We first validate the effect of optimization of our proposed BP algorithm on ran-
dom regular graph, which is the simplest representative of homogenous network.
In Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 we show the outbreak size f and the fraction S(q) of the
largest connected cluster of non-immunized nodes, obtained from BP algorithm with












γ = 0.0001, RANDOM
γ = 0.0001, BP
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γ = 0.0001, RANDOM
γ = 0.0001, BP
γ = 0.01, RANDOM
γ = 0.01, BP
γ = 0.1, RANDOM
γ = 0.1, BP
Figure 3.4 : The outbreak size f and the fraction S(q) of nodes belonging to the largest
non-immunized component after a fraction q of nodes got immunized by random
immunization strategy and the new BP strategy on random regular network with N =
104 nodes and constant degree k = 4 for initial infected fraction γ = 0.0001, 0.01, 0.1
and transmission probability T = 0.5.
for the proposed BP strategy and random immunization. As seen from Fig. 3.3A,
with the same initial infected fraction γ, the improvement of the optimal strategy is
much higher when transmission probability T is larger. Note that with the maximum
transmissibility T = 1, the BP strategy is more than twice efficient than random
immunization, while with transmissibility below the critical value T = 0.1 < Tc, in
which case the disease is not able to propagate throughout the network, one can
hardly observe the optimization of BP. The effectiveness of reducing the largest non-
immunized cluster is also more significant with larger transmission probability T ,
shown in Fig. 3.3B. On the other hand, given the same transmissibility T , the com-
parison of BP and random immunization strategy for different initial infected fraction
γ are reported in Fig. 3.4. We find that the performance of the BP optimization is bet-
ter with smaller initial infected fraction γ, which is also seen from previous study [89].
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Fig. 3.4B shows that the change of initial infection γ does not affect much the frac-
tion S(q) of nodes belonging to the largest non-immunized cluster. It seems S(q) only
depends on the transmission probability T .
In order to achieve the most pronounced optimization solutions, we assume the
epidemic starts from a randomly selected single infected node, i.e. γ = 1/N , and the
transmission probability is the maximum T = 1. Note that in this case the outbreak
size f is equivalent to the fraction of largest connected non-immunized cluster S(q).
Moreover we focus on the observation of the percolation point qc at which the largest
component S(q) vanishes, that is, the component of non-immunized nodes breaks
apart into very small clusters which are negligible comparing to the size of the entire
network.
We study the immunization effectiveness on three different model graphs: the ran-
dom regular network, the Erdős Rényi network, and the scale free network generated
by configuration model (shown in Fig. 3.5). The results found from belief propagation
algorithm are compared with several other popular optimization strategies: high de-
gree (HD), high betweenness centrality (HB) immunization, and high degree adaptive
(HDA) where the degree of nodes are recalculated for the remaining network of non-
immunized nodes after each node is immunized (removed) from the network. Here
we do not implement the high betweenness centrality adaptive (HBA) strategy that
is known to be also very efficient [80] because of the huge computational complexity
























































Figure 3.5 : The fraction S(q) of nodes belonging to the largest non-immunized com-
ponent after a fraction q of nodes got immunized by random immunization strategy
(grey cross), high degree (HD) strategy (red diamond), high betweenness (HB) strat-
egy (green circle), high degree adaptive (HDA) strategy (blue square) and the new
BP strategy (black triangle) for model graphs: (A) random regular network with
N = 104 nodes and constant degree k = 4; (B) Erdős Rényi network with N = 104
nodes, average degree 〈k〉 = 3.5; (C) scale free network with N = 104 nodes, degree
distribution P (k) ∼ k−2.5, average degree 〈k〉 = 4.67.
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While the high degree adaptive (HDA) strategy suppress the epidemic more effi-
cient than HD and HB strategies, the BP immunization shows a clear improvement
than HDA near the percolation threshold for the three types of model graphs studied
here. With few immunized nodes (small q) the BP results are not always the most
efficient but similar to nonadaptive strategies. This is because in the remaining non-
immunized network the transmission of disease from neighbors are not uncorrelated
with the choice of parameters γ = 1/N and T = 1 [89], and therefore the disease dif-
fusion can not be exactly solved by the message passing formulation Eq. (3.6). The
solution to the mean-field SIR formulation Eq. (3.6) only gives the lower bound on the
susceptible probability [89,92], thus the efficiency of optimization is not pronounced.
On the contrary, with sufficiently many immunized nodes (larger q), the remaining
network disintegrates into small clusters in which loops can be ignored. In this case
the BP algorithm is able to find the optimal set of immunization targets and thus
always reaches the lowest threshold point qc. In particular, the critical value qc by
BP immunization strategy has about 17% ∼ 20% improvement than HDA strategy
for the three random networks studied here. Moreover, comparing with the qc value
obtained by the equal graph partition (EGP) strategy as seen in previous study [81],
the BP result has an advantage of ∼10% for the random regular graph(N = 104,
k = 4) and ∼14% for the Erdős Rényi network (N = 104, 〈k〉 = 3.5).
Fig. 3.6 shows the finite size effect on the threshold value qc for model graphs.

















Figure 3.6 : The threshold value qc vs. system size N for random regular network
k = 3 (red); Erdős Rényi network 〈k〉 = 3.2 (blue); scale free network P (k) ∼ k−2.5,
〈k〉 = 2.4 (black) by high degree adaptive (HDA) strategy (open symbol) and the
new BP strategy (closed symbol).
than HDA for all cases studied here. With larger system size N , qc decreases and
tends to reach its asymptotic value.
Regarding the dependence on average degree 〈k〉, we test our algorithm on random
regular network and Erdős Rényi network (Fig. 3.7). As expected a denser network
(higher 〈k〉) requires more immunizators (larger qc) to break apart the non-immunized
component since there are more connections between nodes. In Fig. 3.7 we also plot
the results obtained by EGP strategy [81]. Comparing to EGP, the improvement of
qc by BP is obvious especially for higher values of 〈k〉. Our algorithm outperforms
EGP in denser network because we consider the cost of vaccination, i.e. the term
Ei(σi) = µ1+σi2 in the partition function Eq. (3.11), which is neglected in topologically-



























Figure 3.7 : The threshold value qc vs. average degree 〈k〉 for (A) random regular
network with N = 104 nodes and (B) Erdős Rényi network with N = 104 nodes by
high degree adaptive (HDA) strategy (black circle) and equal graph partition (EGP)
strategy (blue square) and the new BP strategy (red triangle).
We next investigate the application of the BP algorithm to three real networks:
Gnutella peer-to-peer network [95, 96], metabolic network of C.elegans. [97], and US
power grid [98, 99]. In Fig. 3.8 we show the performance of different immunization
strategies. The Gnutella peer-to-peer file sharing network are total of 9 snapshots of
Gnutella network collected in August 2002. Nodes represent hosts in the Gnutella
network topology and edges represent connections between the Gnutella hosts. The
largest connected cluster of this network has 6299 nodes and 20776 edges. In Fig. 3.8A,
we can see that the BP strategy outperforms the others. The percolation threshold
qc of BP is ∼16% lower than the adaptive targeted strategy HDA.
In the metabolic network of Caenorhabditis elegans., edges represent biochemical
reactions between substrates and enzymes. The largest connected cluster contains
1173 nodes and 2842 edges. Results shown in Fig. 3.8B indicate that the BP strategy





















































Figure 3.8 : The fraction S(q) of nodes belonging to the largest non-immunized com-
ponent after a fraction q of nodes got immunized by high degree (HD) strategy (red
diamond), high betweenness (HB) strategy (green circle), high degree adaptive (HDA)
strategy (blue square) and the new BP strategy (black triangle) for real networks:
(A) Gnutella peer-to-peer internet network; (B) Metabolic network of Caenorhabditis
elegans.; (C) US power grid.
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The power grid of the western United States has 4941 nodes and 6594 edges,
where nodes represent generators, transformers and substations, and edges represent
the high voltage transmission lines that connect them. The data was also analyzed
in [98, 99]. We use this data as a representative of real network infrastructure. It
can be observed from Fig. 3.8C that BP strategy is twice as efficient as HDA for
immunization fraction q ∈ [0.05, 0.10].
Similar to the result of random graphs, in small q region the superiority of BP
strategy is not obvious. The BP strategy performs better for sufficiently large immu-
nization fraction q and reduce the size of largest non-immunized cluster dramatically
near percolation threshold.
3.5 Conclusion
In this study we propose a new strategy to identify immunization targets with re-
spect to the susceptible-infected-recovered epidemic model by using message passing
algorithm. The solutions to the belief propagation equations in the limit of zero tem-
perature provides the optimal immunization set with lowest energy. The analysis of
the proposed BP algorithm with various parameters on random regular graph indi-
cates that the optimization of our method is more pronounced with single random
initial infection and larger transmission probability. The performance of the new
strategy is compared with other methods in terms of the average fraction of infected
nodes, i.e. outbreak size, and the fraction of nodes belonging to the largest non-
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immunized component as the measure of the effectiveness of immunization strategies,
on computer-generated random graphs and real networks. We find that our algorithm
is more efficient than several other widely used immunization strategies for sufficient
larger immunization fraction in all studied cases. We have shown that the BP algo-
rithm is able to find the optimal set of immunization targets and thus always reaches
the lowest threshold point qc. In particular, compared to equal graph partition strat-





In this thesis, we have introduced the message passing technique (cavity method),
developed initially for the study of the statistical physics of disordered systems such
as spin glasses. This method has been applied to two problems on complex systems—
force transmission in jammed disordered system and the optimal immunization prob-
lem on interaction network.
In the study of force transmission we develop a theoretical framework to obtain a
statistical physics mean-field description of the force and torque balances constraints
in a random packing. This allows us to get the force distribution and the lower bound
on the average coordination number in frictional and frictionless spheres packings.
The use of the cavity technique enables us to tackle this problem with a correct
treatment of the disorder, leading to several new results. This formalism will be
extended to packings of more general shapes and could be used to predict other
properties of disordered packings.
For the optimal immunization problem, we propose a new strategy to identify im-
munization targets with respect to the susceptible-infected-recovered epidemic model
developed by using cavity method at replica symmetric level. We derive the belief
propagation equations in the limit of zero temperature which provides the optimal im-
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munization set with lowest energy. We indeed find that our algorithm can reduce the
size of epidemic dramatically especially at the threshold point, compared to several
other widely used immunization strategies.
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Appendix A
Statistical physics description for the packing
problem
Here we give the statistical physics description of the packing problem motivating the
definition of the partition function Z in Eq. (2.3) of the main text.
We define for a given contact network G, of N particles and M forces f ai =
−f ni n̂ ai + f ti t̂ ai exerted on particle a at position r ai (with respect to the center of the






















We then define the partition function of contact network G with quenched disorder



















i − f ti )
]
e−βH , (A.2)
where β is an inverse temperature, which is only here as a parameter (it is not
the actual temperature, which is irrelevant for granular packings), and will be set
to β → ∞ soon. The Heaviside Θ functions ensure repulsive normal forces, and
Coulomb friction condition, respectively.
The ground state of the hamiltonian H at β →∞ provides the balance condition
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in the packing. Consider the repulsive nature of contact forces and the Coulomb con-
dition when friction exists, by using the factor graph representation of the Boltzmann
probability, the weight of interaction node a (a particle on which force/torque balance
is satisfied) is


















i − f ti ),
(A.3)










a({f n, f t, n̂ a, t̂ a}∂a).
In the zero temperature limit β →∞, the above expression becomes the force/torque

















i − f ti ),
(A.4)
Notice that in this limit the exact shape of hamiltonian Eq. (A.1) is irrelevant, as its
only condition is that it provides the force and torque balances in the limiting case
β →∞.
The associated partition function Z = limβ→∞ Zβ is then the one defined in
Eq. (2.3) of the main text. This partition function is defined at the level of a single
graph, but we study the problem for an ensemble of random graphs, ie we average
the entropy logZ over the selected ensemble of random graphs, defined by the distri-
bution of connectivity (contact number) R(z) and the joint probability distribution of
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the contact directions Ω({n̂}) around every interaction node (particle), as explained
in the main text.
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